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Although the education of students who are difficult to teach ai, -lanape in regular

classrooms has been a controversial is..e for most of this century the framing of the

CI problem and the proposed solutions have varied across different historicsal periods. The
LIU

controversy first emerged wound 1910 when immigration, compulsory school attendance,

and other progressive era reforms brought large numbers of such students into public

school organizations (Sarason & Doris, 1979). Given the overriding concern for social and

organizational efficiency during the progressive era (Haber, 1964), the probfr'm was cast

in terms of the efficient operation of school organizations. The solution was to remove these

students from regular classrooms and to provide them with a special education in separate

classrooms. Although there was some concern for the welfare of children, humanitarianism

was secondary to the desire to segregate students who were disruptive to school organization

(Lazerson, 1983; Mercer & Richardson, 19-'5). By the 1930s, the special class

organizational model was a standard feature in most urban school districts; and, over the

twenty-five years following the Second World War, it was diffused throughout the entire

system of public education (Reynolds & Rosen, 1976; Weintraub, 1971).

In the 1260s, however, the controversy re-emerged in a new 1,,,m within the

now-established special education professional and advocacy communities. This time the

issue was the ethics and efficacy of the special class model itself (DLTin, 1968; Johnson,

1962). Given the dominant SOCiP: con, ?rn for civil rights, the problem was framed in

terms of access to educationa' opportunity. the solution was to reintegrate or "mainstream"

students who were difficult to maintain in regular classrooms - -who by this time were
N

thought of as "stuJor is with mild disabilities"--and to reorganize special education as a
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resource/consulting service. The mainstreaming model officially replaced the traditional

special class model as the preferred organizational approach for these students in 1975

with the enactment of P.L. 94-142. Given me unprecedented federa intervention into

public education in the 1960s, Ine dominant social concern in tne 19701. became school

organization accountability; and the issue of the education of students with mild cisabuitles

was reframed as the capacity of school organizations to comply with the least restrictive

environment provisions of P.L. 94-142.

Today a new mainstreaming debate is taking snape within the special education

professional and advocacy communities. Its genesis is the growing recognition that, for

many students--and particularly those with mild disabilities mainstreaming is failing

(see, e.g., Gottlieb, 1981; Will, 1985, 1986). As a result, "greater access to the

mainstleam," the rallying cry of the 1960s and 1970s, is being replaced in the 1980s by

"full access to a restructured mainstream' (see Reynolds, Wang & Wa !berg, 1987;

Stainback & Stainback, 1984, 1985; Wang, Reynolds & Walberg, 1986; Will. 1985,

1986). Although it has taken three-quarters of a century, the relationsnip between school

organization and students with mild disabilities Is beginning to be recocnized. The

significance of the hew mainstreaming debate is that it is about the of a new

mainstream.

Iconically, one reason to' not recognizing the problem sooner stems from an

organizational problem in the field of education itself. The ciVIS:DP of labor in schools o'

education IS organized on the basis of occupations (Spring 1980;, wh,cn means that toplcs

related to students with disabirties are assionec exclusively to departments of special

education, while topics related to scnool oroanization are assigned enbS1,:el'y' to

departments of educational adn-,h,stratior This nas resulted in two separate .rses

witnin the profession: one on stucents with disabilities, which takes school oraanication for
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granted (Skrtic, 19 7a, 1997b, in press a), and one on school organization, whion avo cc

topics related to school effects and student outcomes (Bridges, 1982; E-nokson 1979). A

second problem- -and one of major importance in subsequent sections -in the tr-r--i,sre+ic,3:

nature of both fields, which has meant that the discourses on both topics are earned out

the absence of any guiding theory. A third problem is that the division of labor in society

assigns education topics to the field of education, which has meant that tne only "official"

discourses on such matters are those that emanate from tne professional education

community. Aith Igh there are "alternative" discourses on both topics, ,,,hick are largely

theoretical and often take ifs- form of criticism of the official discourses, they receive far

less attention than the official discourses, particularly from professional educators.

The first purpose of this paper is to highlight some of the contradictions, confusions

and faulty assumptions contained within the official discourses, as well as the manner in

which the atheoretical nature of these discourses perpetuates the illusion of mild

disabilities as a reality external to school organization,. The second purpose is to examine

special education reform in the context of various theories of school organization and

adaptability. On the basis of this analysis, tne case will be made that current school

organization creat2sand can co nothing but createstudents with mild disabilities as

artifacts of the system, and, furtnermore, that rational-techn:ca! effort +o r 077 the

system -- witnout replacing it with an entirely different ocrigurat'crdo

eliminate mild disabilities their effects. produce even more students Vi;t7"

disabilities, and create a new and largely rudder] Cass of stucent casualties

The third purpuse of the paper is to argue that the atheoretical nature of tr.e new

mainstreaming debate obfuscates problem- finding and proolem-solving relative to the

relationship between school organization and students with mild disaciiities The case

be made in this regard that the current problems ige.ntified within the new mainstreaming

4
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debate are largeiy tne resu't of the atheorel;cal nature P 42 and at e

atheoretical solutions p-oposed in the new mainstreamir debate .--ens:fy cur ,flit

difficulties and create yet a different set prDniernc. Al'nOudh P and trie ne

mainstreaming debate represent important stages in the genera: reform of puni;c eaudit:on,

they both approach problem-finding and problem-solving in the acsense of any owdins,

theory of school orgarization and adaptability.

The Discourses on Students With Disabilitie:

The official discourse on students with disabilities in tne field of special e_ucanon s

grounded in the following set of unconscious assumptions about tne nature of disability,

special education as a helping profession, and prod ess in the

(1) disability is a condition that individuals have; (2) disabled/typical is a
useful and objective distinction; (3) special education is a rationally conceived
and co-ordinated system of services that help children labelled disabled; (4/
progress in the field is made by improving diagnosis, intervention and
technology. (Bogdan and Kugelmass, 1984, p. 173)

The first two assumptions derive from special education's disciplinary fouroaticn bioic,gy

and psychology (see Mercer, 1973; Skrtic, 1986) By their very nature, these disciplines

locate the root cause of disability within the person and exciude fro cdt7s,ce-at ,cn balsa;

factors that he In. the larger socia, politica:, and orcanIzatonai processes externa: to Ins-

individual. The implication is that the official discourse on students witn

isiders disability to ioe an attribute of t he individ.ial: an objective. catnoog,ca: condition

that individuals naive. The case against this erroneous ass imbtion n as been rnace most

cases of mild rnen:ai retardation (Mercer, 1973), iir,arning es /Pis: & Harrel

1982; Schrag Divorky, 1975) and emotiona! dIsfurbance

Apter, 1982: Hobos, 1975, Rnoces, 1970, Ross, 1980, StNa7), 1 c7L--' 7;c:

make ur Ine vast majority of al: Slade t5 labeled rn,icIv cisab;a.C..
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The third and fourth unconsotous assumptions undergirdino trie offic;al c,,acc,;se

--that special eduuation is a rational system, of services anc that progress tne

rational, cumulatire, and technologicaldertve from, the InstitutIonalizec thecry of

organizational rationality (see Skrtic, in cress a). The rot on of orcan:zationa: rationa:y

can be understood as the belief in the notic that organizations are prospectively rat.c.s,nal,

which amounts to taking organizations arc their official goals for grantee The LrSt `,'117)

ass., motions of the ofticial discourse yield the idea that ail disabilities are ohective arc

pathological, which slangs ir a mutualy reinforcing relationship with the notion of

organtzatioral C)':,:3111Thi.OrS are rational; disability jr in a rational context is

oatholocical; and sdecial education is a rationally conceived organizational response

The alternative d-scourse. on students with is carried on by scholars in tne

social sciences and humanities. The argument is triat special education professional

knowledge is atheore:ical, in that it is grounded narrowly and exclusively in psychological

and biological explanations o' deviance, wcuch are assumed To be objective khowiedde aciout

the true nature of reality. The alternative discourse elevates the importance of sociai.

political, and organizational e.xclanations and considers deviance to be a s'uclatotive condition

that is socially created and 7a:ntalnec, (see, for example, Goffman, 1962, Schaff, 1

Szasz, 1961; Taylor & Boot-an, 197'7). Altniough much of the nt.'OrK cone within the

alternative discourse is rec.arced highly in !me disciplines. it nas had no meaningful effect

on applied researcn a ld practice in the field of spacial edurtation Kudatrnaz.c,

1984), or on special educat or DOliCy, including P.! 94-142 9E6

9z-142 represents sucztantlai procecu72 chances !t-; tine -rgan:za:,cr-, and practice o'

specta: education in public schools, is not beset-. on Inecret:o.ai .snit sz.;ec;a' ecuc,at u-

professional know edge Or:D'-^Cc- 7 :7 a moral, zal a-c ; ;:c.--a of

pre-P 94-142 special education ,Ea;;at-O-C.',amptDe!! & 19E31, E- er.

6



198,51. As such, it rests on the same sot of uricur.scious assumptions about the riatule Jt

disability, special eaucation as a helping profession, ant progress in the fieic

does r10', mpl.cate school organization in the prob'em of stuarri. w'tn 77,.0

Here again, the new mainstreaming der)ate ,s signif,oant in that it tuer--tions scro-o

organza- on and, thus, speciel education's unconscious assumpt.ons Neve

depate, 'Ke the field of special education and 0 94-142, 's atneoretica' (-as no guloinc

theory, Although there are exceptionssee, for example, Carrier (1923;, Skrtic

;1986), ant Sleeter (1986)--the rase against current scnoci crcani:aticn v.: thin the

mainstreaming Cepate is based sc.."Iely on empirica' ev:cence to _ 94-142 ,s

the absP..-co of hoory, of course. there is no meaningful wa; to unc.'.e.7tar,of ti:ese :a urea

tC crouno solutions in anything otner than political. e',hica', ped'acogioal. or of fficiiEnty

arournents for reform. Although these arauments are important and rier..:rd to be mate trey Co

not promote understanding or prcide meaningful direction fr..- ,eform.

Th2 '5'0'1

',..;roerstanciing ofiicial discourFe on school orpanization and atapteni'dy recuires

consider-2'Ln cf the general dscourr,e on organization per , until the enc.: of the

Second World War, ',vas domnatea by +rile cc iventional wisdorni of pract.tioners in business

am: inci2stryst.ccessful administrd'ors and engineers--1,nose pnrri u..,ii.arn was

organza' anal Atior tr:. War, howP,..cr Inc stucv C7 Cr, 2811.075 0aCPMP

ec:tirriate area of academic study, based in socio'ogy and a.'ra2ting sanc.,,ars from virt,,32l,y

every c:sa pline. Since ',nen, ',here nave been two separate d soc,i,3-ses ordani.zation- !nu-

prescript ie discourse, carried cut by c.-)ractitioners pusinoss aid moult 'y and

cominatec by ar interest in contrcli,r.c pecpie w-o work in orcanizatiors. and the scnclarl

t.scourse carried out by acacem as tne numanit es and. a-ious sada!, oclit,b.

cultural, end oenaviorai sciences oafter, soria, cc ences,. and tomin=--1P- b an i7res'

7



in widerstandinc the nature and functioning of crganizat,ons 3niic7 their effao's on ;Deco; and

sur7.:9Ty !see PfcTTe: 1982).

The prescriptive discourse on organization began durinc the orogress-e, era .vhen Inc

overriding concern for industrial efficiency cave prominence to Ere Jrick Tai;C:r's not:on

soiarliiiic management" ,Taylor, 1911). Scientific management is the aocroacn to

industrial organization which yielded the familiar hierarcnial organizational form,

characterized by tine pyramidal, top-down structure of formai control relat:c-s (trii.nk of an

organization chart): tnis will he referred to in suosequent sections as the machine

bureaucracy The c.,,,!dr7irchind goal of the macnine bureaucracy is "efficiency". and it :s

premised on the notion of ornanizationalitri rationalitypurposeful, goal-directed action

built into organization structures and processes From this perspective, orcan:zations and

Inc people who inhabit them are viewed as physical entities, as machines that can be

rationally fine-tuned to achieve endless efficiency (Worthy, 1950\ .

The application of scient,fic management and tne macrine, model did -7t end Cn tne

snop floor. Emerging as it did in the midst of the progressive era, the not of soientf.c

manaaement was appropriated by procressive reformers as a means to achieve their fdr,-.)2.1 cf

social efficiency (Herber, 1964; And while virtually ail public aonnini,strators were

under attack, Inc nation's schoc,:men were particularly vutheracle to the Gus- scientific

management. Raymond Callahan cniaracte.rizcd tie undue influance of business and

industrial °roan:2:21:0r on scnco orcanization and educational acm,ristrat:c..h as a-. 7re7'ca'

Iracedy resultins- from the unfortunate timinrc- v4 severa: everts

Firs:, by 1910 a decade of concern w n reform...had prc,oucec.,4 a cutiic:
suspicious- aric ready to be critical of tne management of all public ins'. tJtions.
Second, lust at this time Tatior s system was brought dramatically before tr,e
naticn not with a mundane :ace! sucn as shop management" out with Ine
apocaling tit;e of "scientif,c marademen.:" By 1912 ine torce
citicism had nit the SC,r12C, a Third, by 1 912 Americans were urg that

8
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business metnods be introducer intr. .ne operatioi- of gc-verr.l:nt and N_,reelecting businessmen to serve on tn:ir sonool ba.-3rd5. Four i anc of r
importance, was tne f- -t that Me "dr3fecsion" of ,:or.00l earn a ,tration it as in131,0 in its formative stage just tiEing aeveiJued Arr ca had rad atradition of araduate trailing in administrEtiong2nu ne'y eau:a:Iona!,
intellectual, and scholari, if npt scientific- sucn c tra:it,cm m lint hare:;erred as a brake or restraining force As it was. ai, wEis n flux. '1962245,

As a result the bas for professionalization eauc.atiora: aoministratior, became Ire

prescriptive aiscourse of scienti;ic management and aaminist-atipn, rather than, say,

phi!osophy, or curriculum and instruction insteaa of becoming instructional leuuers

experts in the social and psychological processes of education and learning, scnooi

administrators bec_-ne "experts in how to administrate and control organizations" ;Spring,

198u. p. 100). And the first casualties cf tne scientific manacemen orientation to scnoo'

organization and administration were students who were difficult to teach and manage !"-,

regular classrooms, wrio were segregated i speciai classrooms in the interest of sohoo,

organization efficiency.

Scott (1981) marked the emergence of 'he SC,n012-ly cisicourse organization witn

the putlicaf !n English :./r Max Waper's analysis of bureaucratic ordarizatior.a: structure

in 1946 and 1947 'Cierin & MillF 1946, Herderscn Parsonc. 1947). 1/VbP:'s thiLiorY

of bureaucracyin essence, a socioloay of organizaitc;riprovideg American s.ociair

scientists win a Ineorety..-al fnundation for rip torrral study of organ zations as a disoigi.reC

area of inguiry, from which emerged Ire mult,d;sbtpi:nar Tie,c crganizatio-i

Although by tne early-195Sis trie field cf ea,..icatiral administration cc.i.tinuec to be

grounded in Inc business-inci;strial prien,"ailon cf so.sr fic nrariadement anc Inc maunine

bureaucracy {Callahan. 19:32), in 154 the ieariin;.-. professors oougnt reorient trp
field by formally adcpting Ins new field cf orcanization analysis s a barer!? discipline (see

Griffiths, 1969, Hayes & r'hark, '9E7; But, for a number c' reasons, tne attemb, tc

ground the field of educational acmtnr:'2.!io7-, in 1:-2 scr.clar,y ciscourse of draanizaticri
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analysis failed (see Cunningham, Hack, & Nystranc, 1977, Haipin, 1970 & Hayes,

1977\. As a res,ult, ',Pa held of educational adrn.nistration--in terms of the dominant

conceptualization of school organization and management, the training of aoministrators and

the practice of school administration-- remains today essentially as it was in the

mid-1950s /(;lark, 1985; Griffiths, 1983). The prescriptive discoursE, i.(nicon is the

traditional perspective of scienrific management and the machine bureaucracy, continues to

domiraLe the official discourse on school organization. Thus, tha field of educational

administration, like the field of special education is atneoretical. Moreover, unlike special

education, which at least is grounded in the disciplines of psychology and biology, even if

unreflectively, the field of educational administration has no disciplinary foundation at all,

grounded as it is in the prescriptivt3. discourse (Spring, 1980)

Although forty years of research and theorizing in the field of organization analysts

have resulted in what appears to be a bewildering array of competing and often contradictory

theories of organization, recent davelopn-lents in the field provide a basis for comprehending

the most di3parate perspectives within a single analysis (see Burrell & Morgan, 1983;

Morgan, 1983; Pfeffer, 1982; Ritzer, 1980, 1983), The analysis to follow is taken from

Skrtic (1987a, 1987b, in press a), in which this approach is applied to school

organization and adaptability relative to special education reform. Althougn space does not

permit a complete es:plidation of the cro'unds cf the analysis. its general parameters can be

discussed.

Four theoretical perspective are presented The first 'VIC C.:-7ficlura'ion theory and

(nstitutionalization theory) can be thought o; as representing competinc explanations cf

organization within a iruoturai frame of reference Tne next two tneoretical perspectives

(organizations as paracigns and cognit(ve theories of organ:dat,cni) can be thougn: of as

relatively complimentary explanations of organization within a niu't'uraZ frame of reference

I (J



t5c_2221c2rganization and Change Frame cLFr-,fererce

School organizations are modeled after the machine bureaucracy, which untl, the

1960s was assumed to be the best and only way to cric-,,rize. The machine bureaucracy

structure was adopted as the organizational model for all public orcanizations during the

progressive era because it was assumed to be the epitome of rationality and tecrinicai

efficiency (Callahan, 1962; Haber. 1964). And v./nil,: the sort of technical rationa',ty

offered by the machine bureaucracy is appropriate for certain types of work, we will see

that it is inappropriate for the type of work that school organizations do.

Whereas virtually all organization theory had been built .s;pon the mine analogy and

the idea of "closed systems," the availability of general systems theory in the 1950s

introduced the organismic analogy and tho concept of "open systems" (Bertalanffy, 1956)

into the Field of oraanization analysis. Closed systems are self-contained, isolated from

their environments, wnereas open systems engage in transactions 1,vith their environments

and, in the process, change themselves. The open systems concept led to the discovery in the

1960s that not all organizations are machine bureaucracies. In fact, organizations were

described that appeared to be different from the machine bureaucracy conceptualization :n

virtually every respect (Burns & Stalker, 1966; Wilensky, 196-i; Wocuwarc, 1965), anc

the notion of "structural contingency theory" emerged to explain these findings (Woodward,

1965; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967) The basic proposition of contingency theory is 'hat

there is no one best way to organize. Rather, according to the theory. orctan;zaticriai

effectiveness results from a good match between situation and structure.

Today, however, the very idea of organizational structura has been modtied tyi

Mintzberg's (1979) notion of organizational structurila: the idea that orooni:/alicirl,s

structure themselves I n 0 surnewnat naturally cccurr no configurations ac:oraino to the

type of work ',net they do, the means tney have avaliat'e to control their work, and a \onsity

11
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of situational factors. using Mintzberg's ideas, we can understand school organizations as

structuring themselves as professional bureaucracies, even though they hr,ve always been

thought of and treated as machine bureaucracies Combining the confiduration and the

institutionalization perspectives, we can think of the machine bureaucracy as the conceptual

or normative structure of schools- -the structure that people expect bec' se it has been

institutionalized in modern, industrialized societies The professional bureaucracy, then, is

the structure that conforms to the technical requirements of public schools: the type of

work, means of coordination, and situational conditions.

2fferences Between The Machine and Professioralajr,,auc-acies

The difference between the two organizations is the type of work that they do and,

thus, the means each has available to ccoroinate its work. Macnine bureaucracies do simple

work--work that can be rationalized bi- broken down into a series of precise, routine tasks

that can be fully determined in advance of their execution. Coordination of this type of work

can be accomplished by builthno it into the work through Inc slandartzPtion of work

processei, whicn achieves control primarily through formalization-lob specifications,

detailed instructions, and rules and regula;ions. But professional bureaucracies cc complex

work--work that cannot be ra',onalized. Complex work requires the application of general

principles to particular cases and thus involves uncertainty and cannot be crespecified

completely. Organizations cci-ficure themselves as professional bureaucracies wren their

work is too complex to be ra,bralized and thus too uncertain to be formalized. C:mplex

work requires that the coordination ce built .^,t- H,a worker through the ,standc-cization of

which is accompiisnez through professionalization (intensive skill tra'ning and

indoctrination, carried out ,n crofessionai schools). Simple WOK is coordinated through

formalization (rules and es.,:lat,ons',, comoiex work is coor:tnal.teb tnrough

professionanzation (tra,ning a-o Inocctr;:-.a:[ort)

1 2
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The type of coordination used determines the nature of the interdependency among

workers. which. in turn, influences the nature of change in organizations. Prof ;ionals

en i good deal of autonomy so that they can use discretion to contain the uncertainty of

their complex work. Teachers--like other client-centered professionals--work

autor.-:mouly and personally with their clients, and only loosely with their peers, which

shapes the nature of the relationships among workers in professional bureaucracies.

Mintzberg :lez..4 Thompson's (1967) idea of "coupling" (see also March & Olsen, 1976;

Weick, 1976, 1982) to explain the nature of organizational interdependencies. The

interdependency among teachers in school organizations is an example of "pooled" o- "loose"

coupling, a situation in which professionals share common facilities and rescJrces but work

alone with their clients. Pooled coupling involves the least amount of interdependence among

members. Coordination--a loose sort of coordination at best - -is accomplished by everyone

knowing roughly what everyone else is doing by way of their common training and

indoctrination. Compare this to the sequential coupling characteristic of the machine

bureaucracy where each worker, like a link in a chain, is highly dependent on other

workers. Reciprocal coupling, a type of interdependency to be considered in ubsequent

sections, requires' still more interdependency because members must feed work back and

forth among themselves.

Trealizmprissior31 Bureaucracies Like Machine's

Although the professional bureaucracy configuration provides so" e idea of the

technical requirements of schools as organizations, we should not lose sight of the fact that

schools are organized and managed as if they were r, ,chine bureaucracies. Moreover, from

the institutionalization perspective we know that because schools are public

organizations- -get their legitimacy and support from the public -their very survival

depends on their conformity to what their public wants them to be, which is an organization

13
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that confoms to the institutionalized image of the machine bureaucracy. Thus, schools are

forced--by managers (Weick, 1982) and by their institutionalized environment (Meyer &

Rowan, 1978)--to adopt all the trappings of the machine bureaucracy (centralized power,

tight control of personnel, standardized work processes, formalization, regulated reporting,

rational planning) even though these do not fit the technical requirements of doing complex

work. In principle, the effect is that the orofesional bureaucracy configuration of schools is

driven to be more like the machine bureaucracy. And, as Weick noted:

When conventional management theory [i.e., based on scientific management
and the machine bureaucracy structure] is applied to organizations that [are
not machine bureaucracies], effectiveness declines, people become confused, and
work doesn't get done. That seems to be one thing that is wrong with many
schools. They are managed with the wrong model in mind (1982, p. 673).

Professionalization is premised on relatively autonomous professionals using

discretion--applying general principles to particular r'ses - -to contain the uncertainty of

their complex work. Treating schools a machine bureaucracies introduces unwarranted

formalization which, in turn, reduces teacher discretion. Complex wc_,rk cannot be

formalized by rules and regulations:

except in misguided ways which program the wrong behaviors and measure the
wrong outputs, forcing the professionals to play the machine bureaucratic
game- satisfying the standards instead of serving the clients_ .. .The individual
needs of the studentsslow learners and fast, rural and urbanas well as the
individual styles of the teachers have to be subordinated to the neatness of the
system (Mintzberg, 1979, p. 377).

By design, the machine bureaucracy seals off its operations by placing a barrier

formalizationbetween the worker and the client. The professional bureaucracy

removes this barrier to permit a close personal relationship to develop between the

professional and the client. Excessive formalization in sch-Jols upsets this delicate

relationship, which is predicated on unimpeded personal contact between the professional

and client. Formalization in the machine bureaucracy at least !caves clients witn

14
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inexpensive products; in the professional bureaucracy, formalization leaves clients with

impersonal and ineffective services (Mintzberg, 1979).

Decoupled Structures

Fortunately, however, under ordinary circurnatances formalization does not work

completely in school organizations. From the institutionalization perspecti,e the safety

valve that permits schools to got out from under some of the formalization of the machine

bureaucracy structure is called "decoupling", which is another way of saying that the formal

machine bureaucratic structure that schools are compelled tc adopt is disconnected from or

has little to 10 with the way their work is actually done. In fact, according to Meyer and

Rowan, the formal machine bureaucratic structure of school organizations is a myth that is

created and maintained through symbols and ceremonies for public consumption.

Maintaining the myth is very functional for schools because it permits the work to get done

according to the localized judgements of those who do it (the essence of the professional

bureaucracy structure), while protecting the organization's legitimacy and tne flow of

resources to it by giving the public the appearance of the machine bureaucracy tha it

expects.

Thus, decoupling enables organizations to maintain standardized, leoitimating,
formal structures while their activities vary in response to practical
considerations. The organizations in an industry [broad sense) tend to be
similar in formal structure -- reflecting their common institutional
originsbut may show much diversity in actual practice (Meyer & Rowan,
1977, p. 357).

CuMi.;R:ng the configuration and institutionalization perspectives, we can understand

school organization in terms of t'.'o incompatible structures: (a) a formal structure (tne

machine bureaucracy configuration) which satisfies the institutionalized public image of

what all legitimate organizations should look like, and (b) an informal structure (the

professional bureaucracy configuration) which satisfies the technical demancs of doing

15
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complex, client-centered work. From the configuration perspective, we know that the two

structures are incompatible because formalization and professionalizatidn are incompatible

control mechanisms. From the institutionalization perspective, schools live with this basic

contradiction by decoupling their mythical machine bureaucratic structure from their

actual professional bureaucratic structure, thus buffering their work from the demands of

the institutionalized environment. But decoupling does not work completely either. No

matter how contradictory formalization may be, it does require at least overt conformity to

its precepts and thus circumscribes teacher behavior. !f nothing else, overt conformity to

misplaced formalization takes time and energy away from the real work (Dalton, 1959).

Similarities Between the Machine and Professional Bureaucracies

The machine and professional bureaucratic structures are similar in two important

ways. First. both are bureaucracies because, like all bureaucracies, they use the principle

of standardization to produce standard products or services. Second, because they produce

standard products or services, they require a stable environment. Both are ''performance

organizations"; they are designed (read, design themselves) to do one thing well under stable

conditions. This means that in principle both the machine bureaucracy and the professional

bureaucracy are inherently nonadaptable structures in twc, respects.

The first type of nonadadtability is related to the .ise of standardization as a

coordination mechanism. In the professional bureaucracy, the :set of sKills a professional

teacher stands ready to use can be th' it of as ,pertoire of standard programs that are

applied to predetermined situptions or contingencies. Teaching, like professional work,

entails two primary tasks: cateaorizing a client's needs so That a da'ticular standard

program is indicated, and ,ien applying or executing that program. This 'pigeonholing"

process, like stereotyping, simplifies matters greatly by allowing teachers to move "-rough

their work without having to make continuous decisions at every moment (Perrow, 1970).
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But both the diagnosis step and the standard programs are circumscribed. The goal of

pigeonholing is only to match a predetermined contingency (a perceived client need) to an

existing standard program (Perrow, 1970; Simon, 1977; Weick, 1976). Students whose

needs fall at the margins or in the cracks between standard programs tend to get forced

artifically into one category or another. A fully open-ended process--one that seeks a truly

creative solution to each unique need requires a "problem-solving" o.ganizatft,- what

Mintzberg calls an Bdhocrap.y, which has no standard pi ograms and is organized to provide

novel solutions to each unique problem as ii arises. But the professional bureaucracy, like

the machine bureaucracy, is a "performance" organization not a "problem-solving"

organization. Instead of accommodating unique variations, it screens out heterogeneity and

uncertainty and trys to fit its clients' needs into one of its standard programs. A client

cannot simply need help, he or she must need the kind of help the professional bureaucracy

has been standardized to provide (Segal, 1974).

The second sense in which the professional and machine bureaucracies are

nonadaptable structures also arises from their use of standardization as an organizing

principle. In this sense, however, standardization is important for the relationship it

creates between these organizations and their environments. Because both organizations use

standardization to produce standard products or services, they require stable environments.

When their environments become dynamic--expect them to do something other than what

they have been standardized to do--they are potentially devastated.

Before considering the way tnese organizations respond to dynamic environments, it

win be heiptu' to distinguish between two types of change demands. First, there are

fundamental changes: alterations in the fundamental operations for which the organization

has been standardized. In schools, a fundamental change is one trat requires the school to

1 7
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alter the basic operation of its kindergarten through twelfth-grade (K-12) regular

education program. This would be a iundamental change because it requires an alteration in

the way its primary workers--regular classroom teachers--do their work; the work for

which they have been standardized. Second, there are what can be thought of as incidental

changes, which are changes that do not require an alteration of the basic K-12 regular

education program. Fundamental changes require the school's teachers to do something

different from what they have been standardized to do. Incidental changes require the school

to do something additional; like adding on a new classroom, program, or specialist ;see

Meyer & Rowan, 1977).

Response to Change Demands

In the machine bureaucracy, change can be accomplished in a more or less

rational-technical manner; here, change is a technical matter of standardizing the work

processes through Lerationalizing the work and Laformalizing worker behavior. Even

though machine bureaucracies, like all bureaucracies, are performance organizations and

thus require a stable environment, when changes in the environment demand a change in

what the organization does, at least change can be approached on rational-technical grounds.

But when its environment becomes dynamic, the professional bureaucracy cannot respond

by making technical adjustments in the way it does its work. Recall that, unlike the machine

bureaucracy, where each worker does one part of the total Job and coordination is built

directly into the work processes through rationalization and formalization, the professional

bureaucracy's coordination rests within each professional worker by way of inculcation of

Knowledge and norms through training and indoctrination. To make a fundamental change in

what the professional bureaucracy does wou.d require a change in what each professional

does because each professional coes the entire job individualiy and personally with his or
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her clients. But because schools have always been thought of as machine bureaucracies, the

approach for changing them has proceeded on rational-technk,alarounds (House, 1979)

Rational-technical approaches to change assume that changes in the rules and

regulations will result in changes in the way the work gets done. But even well - meaning

attempts to change the work by instituting changes in the formalized rules and regulations

are deflected from the actual work because the formalized rules and regulations are

decoupled from the way the work gets done in the professional bureaucracy. Change attempts

that procede on rational-technical grounds have the effect of forcing schools to extend

current formalization and thus drive them even more to take cn the machine bureaucracy

structure (Mintzbetg, 1979). So, treating schools like machine bureaucracie forces

schools to be more like machine bureaucracies; and rational-technical change efforts extend

this push, driving schools to be even more like the machine bureaucracy, thereby leaving

students with even less effective and less personal service.

Simply stated, and for very understandable reasons, the professional bureaucracy

configuration cannot change its fundamental operations in any substantive way. A key point

to grasp is that the inability of this organizational configuration to change is not a

dysfunction, in the sense that it can change but won't cna-,ge; in principle, the professional

bureaucracy configuration simply cahhcl, change i`c 'undame,ntal K-12 operation by fiat.

But the professional bureaucracy configuration is well suited to makinc incidental c-lan;-;_es.

Because professional teachers are trained and indoctrinated to do the entire job inolvidua!ly

with their clients, a demand for change that can cc carried out by adding a new

program--which is to say, a new professional-- can be accomplished virtually overnight.

All that is required is a professional teacher (who, as we know, comes pre-standardized to

leach), students, and Inc resources to support the program No massive cnanae or
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reorganization is required precisely because of the loosely coupled, cellular internal

structure of the professional bufeauuracy configuration

The institutionalization perspective on change starts where the configuration

perspective leaves off. It asumes the inability of professional bureaucracy to charge,

provides an explanation for how it deflects demands for chang' , and concentrates most on the

utility of the process for the survival of schools as organizations and public education as an

instiution. Because schools are public organizations, the, cannot be unresponsive to public

demands for change. Becatice schools are required to change but yet cannot change, they do

the only thing they can do: they create the illusion that they have changed when, in fact, they

remain largely the same (Meyer & Rowan, 1977, 1978, Rower, 1980; Zucl(er, 1981).

Schools relieve pressure for change by signalling the environment that a change has

occurred. In this way, schools can maintain their leo'hrnacy and support--tneir very

survival--in the face of being unable to conform to environmental demands for change. This

is possible because the signals of change are built into the mythical machine cureaucratic

structure which, of course, is decoupled from the actual work.

By extending the idea of decoupling to the internal structure of school organization,

the institutionalization perspective can be used to describe incidental changes. Not only is

the formai structure of schools decoupled from its informal structure, but the various units

!classrooms and programs) are decoupied from each other as v,e11. This is no surprise

because we know, from the configuration perspective, that the means of coordination-4'1e

standardization of skills- -sets up precisely this sort of pooled or loosely coupled

interdependency among professionals. A decoupled internal structure permits schools to

respond to demands for change by addinc on separate programs or specialists to deal with

them. These changes need not be integrated into the ongoing structure, they are simply added

on segmentally, making any substantial reorgan,zaticn of activity unnecessary. Because
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these add-on units or programs are organized separately, the regular K-12 instructlenal

Program is buffered from them (Meyer & Rowan, 1978).

A key difference between the configuration and institutionalization perspectives turns

on whether schools as organizations actually attempt to make changes. In the case of the

former even well-meaning change attempts get lost in the organization's nonfunctional

formalization. In the case of the latter, the nonfunctional formalization exists precisely to

absorb and deflect environmental demands for change. In either case, however, the

formalized machine bureaucracy structure--and all of its trappingsis nonfunctional E--; a

means to control teacher behavior and, in principle, fundamental chances never occur.

Incidental changes. on the other hand, are easily handled. And, transforming a fundamental

change into an inciuental change is a good way to survive in a dynam'c environment,

particularly when add-on units can be decoupied internally (see Meyer & Rowan; 1977;

Zucker, 1981). Add-on units and the rituals and ceremonies put in the formal structure

e important as symbols of change, but they are incidental to or decoupled from tne ongoing

operation of the basic K-12 instructional program.

School Organizaton and Chenoe CJItu-s' i'-=rarno ct Cir..favionop

In order to understand the cultural frame of reference, we must consider the 'pea c'

paradigm. A paradigm is a general guide to perception, a map, a way of viewing the world.

Organizations as paradigms, the first theoretical perspective within the cultural frame of

reference, is based on Thomas Kuhn's (1970) idea of the role of paradigms and paradigm

revolutions in the physical sciences. A paradigm is a way c: seeing which, for a time,

serves as an orienting framework for members of a scientific community. Scientists

working within the strictures of a mutually agreed upon paradigm are doing normal

science." Over time, unreconcilable a-iomolies or contradictions build up in the prevailing

paradigm and set the stage for its overtnrow and tne introduction of a new parac.ligm. The
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shift to a new paradigm is "(evolutionary science." For Kuhn, normal science rests on the

mutual acceptance of a given paradigm arrung the members of a community of scientists.

Revolutionary science requnes the defeat of what had teen the prevailing paradigrn and a

shift to a new one. The new paradigm provides a different way of viewing tne world ana

making sense of it.

Orcanizational Paradigms and Chan a;

One way that anomolies are introduced into organization paradigms is through the

availabil ty of technical information that the current paradigm is not working. Cnande based

on technical information, according to Rounds (1981), can occur in two ways It can be a

confrontation between an individual (or small constituency group) who rejects the most

fundamental assumptions of the current paradigm on the basis of reliable, valid information

that the system is not working, and the rest of the organization's members who are acting in

defiance of the negative, information to preserve the prevailing paradigm. The second way is

the case where some small peripheral problem is recognized as indicating a mine flaw in on

otherwise viable system. Rounds explained that initially some conservative action is taken

to correct the flaw with the least possible increment of change. The corrective measure

leads to the unanticipated consequence of raising some new ambiguities about the system.

Often neiv positions are created to deal with the anomolies, which prings new people, ideas,

and vales into the system, providing the opportunity for new people to lay claim to

different carts of the system. Other flaws are detected, and so on, leading to an elaPoraie

feedback loop that calls more of the system into cuestion until the ground is prepare:" tor a

radical reconceptualization of the entire organization. In this sceneno, what were initially

conserve: ve attempts to protect the system end up undermining it and ushering in a new

paradicr-

P2
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Rounds (1979) provided another explanation for an organizational paradigm shift in

which the anomoly is introduced because of shifting values and preferences in

society--rather than because of the availability of new technical knowledge. In this case,

paradigms die because the social theory and values underlying the"- cnange. This does not

remove the older paradigm overnight, however. If the new societal values and beliefs are

not consistent with the members prevailing organizational paradigm, resistence in the form

of an increase in ritualized activities acts to reaffirm the paradigm called into question.

Thinking Thinkers and Organizational Paradigms

Cognitive theories of organization emphasize ir.dividuals as tne creators of meaning

(the creators of organizational paradigms). The essence of the cognitive perspective is

perhaps best encapsulated by Weick's assertion that "an organization is a body of thought

thought by thinking thinkers" (1979b, p. 42). Organizations are bodies of thought

(paradigms) and these paradigms are created by thinking thinkers--the individual as the

creator of meaning. Moreover, Weick made the connection between the cultural and

structural frames of reference by pointing out that there are 'crams of truth" u- the

constructions of organizational members. Something is going on independent of the

observers, even though members embellish and elaborate those drains cf truth vigorously

and with originality. Something is going on, "but what happens is Mat the actor in the

organization plays a major role in unrandomizing and giving order to the bewildering

number of variables that constitute those grains" (Weick. I979b, p. 45). Through

activity, selective attention, consensual validation, and luck. people in organizations are

able to wade into streams of random experience and unranaomize them sufficiently so that

some kind of sensemaking map or paradigm of the territory is possible. Now, the paradiam

is not the territory, it is only a apresentation of the world, But, for kVeick the neap a the

territory if people treat it as such" (Weick, 1979e, p. 45). Things are real if people treat
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them as real, and paradigms-- correct or not--structure the territory sufficiently so that

someone can initiate activity in it, which may produce a workable order.

People's sampling of the environment and the paradigms they construct also are

dominated by prior beliefs. For Weick, believing is seeing in organizations, and beliefs are

the filters through which organizational members examine the'r experience. Weick urger..

analysts to think of organizations as bodies of thought that contain grains of truth which are

ellaborated by people as a basis of constructing an organizational paradigm that is treated as

if it were real. Al! this is filtered through prior beliefs, with action serving as the pretext

and raw material for sensemaking. Thus, he argued that it is not the actual structural

elements (e.g., formalization, professionalization) that are real, but rather the effects of

these elements on the grains of truth, maps, beliefs, and actions that yield organizational

paradigms. Moreover, Weick argued that the causal arrow also (440 e s the other way. "Maps,

beliefs, and thoughts that summarize actions, themselves constrain contacts,

communication, and commands. These constraints constitute and-shape organizational

processes that result in structures" (Weick, 1979b, p. 48). An organization is a cognitive

entity, a paradigm or schema--" an abridged, generalized, corrigible organization of

experience that serves as an initial frame of reference for action and perception. A scnerna

is the belief in the phrase, I'll see it when I believe it" (Weick, 1979b, p. 50).

Schools have been recognized as perhaps the most ambiguous org anizations that we

know (Cohen, March & Olsen, 1972) We know that schoc!s configi,re themselves as

professional bureaucracies precisely because teaching is complex and thus arnbiguo2s work.

Furtnermore, we know that as comnl:x work, teaching in an organizational contey.t requires

a coordination mechanism -the standardization of skills- -that creates a pooled or loose

coupling form of interdepeiic:ency among teachers, which increases ambiguity even more

Moreover, schools exist in an institutionalized environment that expects them to be machine
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bureaucracies, and are managed as if they were machine bureaucracies This creates even

more ambiguity by forcing schools to act like a totally different type of organization,

decoupling notwithstanding.

Underorganized Systems

Although there are a number of popular metaphors that capture the disorder and

ambiguity of schools as organizations organized anarchies, loosely coupled systems,

garbage cans--a key point to grasp is that, although there may be a good deal of disorder,

order is not completely lacking. Weick (1985) reminded analysts recently that o ganized

anarchies Br,- organized, loosely coupled systems are systems, and garbage cans have

bounaaries, and suggested that a more appropriate metaphor for schools might be

"underorganized systems." The key idea is that while schools may be as ambiguous and

disorderly as organization theorists have portrayed them, there is some order. Moreover,

according to Weick, anything or anyone that can create more order can bring about change.

Thus, the very underorganized nature of schools that prevents change, is the precise

condition that can create change.

Weick used the ideas of superstitious learningthe erroneous interpretation of a

change in environment as the direct result of individual behavior--and self-fulfilling

prophecy (Jones, 1977) to explain change in underorganized systems like schools.

Superstitious learning occurs when orcanizational members mistakenly see a change in the

environment as caused by their own action. As a result, they build into their causal

theories--cause maps or paradigms- -the belief tnat they are able to change environments.

Of course, this is an error in the sense that it is an incorrect interpretation of what actually

happened. But, Weick argued that when environments are sufficiently malleable, acting on

this mistaken belief can set in motion a sequence of activities that allows people to create the

reality that the belief is true. In changeable environments, an apparent efficacy can
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`cansform a superstitious conclusion into a correct perception. For Weick, self fulfilling

prophecies provide profound insight into how organizations function and change.

Ambiguity in loosely coupled, underorganized systems is reduced when people can

incorporate into tneir paradigms an inference -- rightly or wronglyabout cause and effect.

When people act on the stored inference as if it were true, a previously loose relationship

between cause and effect becomes tightened and the uncertainty surrounding the effect is

reduced. Confident action based on a presumption of efficacy can reinforce the inference

about efficacy stored in the paradigm. In short, people in ambiguous, underorganized

systems can make things happen.

Values/Power

When ambiguity is present, people who can resolve it gain power. And because

ambiguity in organizations increases the extent to which action is guided by values and

ideology (Weick, 1985), the values of these powerful people--the ones who can reduce

ambiguity--affect what the organization is and what it can become. When ambiguity

increases, it sets the stage for ideology and values to be reshuffledwhat we would call a

paradigm shift. The people best able to resolve ambiguity gain power, as does their vision of

the world and the organization. The recognition of an important, enduring ambiguity - -an

unresolvable anomoly in the prevailing paradigmis an occasion when an organization may

redefine itself. Those who resolve the ambiguity for themselves and others can implant a

new set of values in the organization, which creates a new set of relevances and

competencies and introduces a source of innovation. Ambic4ulty sets Ine occasion for

organizations to learn about themselves and their environments and allows them to emerge

from their bout with ambiguity in a different form than when they started the confrontation.

But, behind it all are people with ideas that are rooted in their values and vision of what can

and should be. For Weick, the importance of presumptions, expectations, and commitments
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cannot be overestimated. Confident, forceful, persistent people can span the breaks in

loosely coupled, underorganized systems with their presumptions, expectations, and

commitments by encouraging interactions that tighten settings. "The conditions of order and

tightness in organizations exist as much In the mind as they do in the field of action" (Weick,

1985, p. 128; original emphasis).

School Organization. Special Educal,n and Reform

In considering tie imnlications of the analysis of school organization and adaptability

for the official discourse on students with disabilities, it will be helpful to organize the-

remaining discussion according to special education's assumptions about the nature of

disability, special education as a helping profession, and progress. The implications of the

analysis for the new mainstreaming debate are addressed in the section on "progress" as well

as in a concluding section.

aotigglargaililatgnaLsjLsaLI

At the outset, the assumptions about the nature of disability- -that disability is a

condition that individuals have and that disabled/typical is a useful and objective

distinction - -were challenged on the basis of theory choice at the applied science level of

special education professional knowledge. At this point we can extend that challenge on the

basis of the analysis of school organization. From the structural frame of reference, the

pr essional bureaucracy, in principle, is a nonadaptable structure in two sent-es, both of

which stem from its use of standardization as an organizing principle. First, it is

nonadaptable aa2rasraanaaaa because bureaucracies are not configured for innovation;

they are ill-suited to producing new outputs, a topic to be considered in s,.hsequent sections.

For now, it will be important to consider the second way in which the prcfessional

bureaucracy is nonadaptable, nonadaptability at the fever of the thdivicy)a+_profslona!

because of the use of standardization of skills-- professionalization -as a coordinating

27
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mEchanism. Under this arrangement, the set of skills a professional teacher stands ready to

use can be thought of as a repertoire of standard programs that are applied to predetermined

situations, which creates two prouems relative to the notion of "disability." First, there is

the problem of the nature of these standard programs and, second, there is the problem of

the manner in which they are applied.

Considering the nature of these programs, we can ask about their validity. The

dominant model of professional knowledge creates the image that they are the end product of

a rational system of knowledge production in which positive knowledge--objective

knowledge about reality--is engineered by applied scientists to create the models,

procedures, and techniques--the standard programs--used in professional practice (see

Schein, 1972; Schon, 1984). But, from Kuhn (1970) and others (Barnes,1982; Skrtic, in

press b), we know that instead of produ-ing objective knowledge, the process of

professionalization produces subjective knowledge--a particular way of unrandomizing the

complexities of practice, which, on the basis of authoritarian professional induction, is

assumed to be the only way. Thus, the dominant model of professional knowledge yields

standard programs that are not inherently valid; they are merely the product of a

particular knowledge tradition that is based on the customs and conventions of a professional

subculture.

At this point the manner in which these programs are applied can be considered. From

the structural frame cf reference, teachers, like all professionals, apply their standard

program- according to the circumscribed, two-step process of "pigeonholing," which

matches a predetermined contingency (a perceived client need) to an existing standard

program. As Mintzberg (1979) noted, a common problem associated with pigeonholing is

that "the professional confuses the needs of his clients with the skills he has to offer them"

(p. 374). This is not a problem as long as the student's needs actually match what the
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professional has to offer, but when the learning style and individual needs of a particular

student do not match the professional's repertoire of standard programs, the student gets

forced artifically into one program or anotner or forced out of the system altog Recall

that the professional bureaucracy is a "performance organization"--which is based on the

execution of predetermined standard programs--not a "problem solving organization"

designed to seek a creative solution to each unique need. The problem of innovation at the

level of the individual professional, or what Mintzberg (1979) called the "means-ends

inversion," finds its roots "in convergent thinking, in the deductive reasoning of the

professional who sees the specific situation in terms of the general concept. In the

professional bureaucracy this means that new problems are forced into old pigeonholes"

(p. 375). And, it is important to recognize that this is not a dysfunction of the professional

bureaucracy structure. It is configured precisely to screen out heterogeneity and

uncertainty, to fit its clients' needs into one of its standard programs.

The fact is that great art and innovative problem solving require inductive
reasoning, that is, the induction of new general concepts or programs from
particular experiences. That Kind of thinking is divergent--it breaks away
from old routines or standards rather than perfecting existirn ones. And mat
flies in the face of everything the Plufessional Bureaucracy is designed to do.
(Mintzberg, 1979, p. 375).

The means-ends inversion can be understood from the cultural frame of reference by

thinking of a set of standard programs as a paradigm--that is, a technology of standard

practices built on beliefs about cause-effect relations (Brown, 1978). From this

perspective, a paradigm of standard p crams comes to be embedded in the sagas and myths

of the practitioner culture as the appropriate technology for doing the profession's work.

Regardless of whether tnese stories are true, they persist because they provide a sense of

justification for action (see Brown, 1978; Clark, 1972; Pfeffer, 1982). Once the

paradigm of the practitioner culture is in place, it changes very slowly because
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anomolies--new information that the technology is not working- -are di-torte.c1 so that they

are consistent with the prevailing paradigm (Jonsson & Lundin, 1977), In t s sense,

professional behavior in schools is governed more by institutionalized, cultural norms

than it is by rational, knowledge-based actions designed to improve instructional

effectiveness. Things are done in certain ways simply because they have always been done

that way. To do anything else in these organizations would not make sense (see Zucker,

1977, 1981). From this perspective, teaching in a professional bureaucracy (applying

standard, conventional programs) is a ritualized activity that takes place in an

institutionalized environment. Although paradigm shifts can occur, resistance takes the

form of political clashes between adovcates of a new paradigm and the defenders of the old

one, conservative attempts to patch up the system incrementally, and an increase in

ritualized activity (Rounds, 1979, 1981).

In schools, the competence and conscientiousness of individual teachers

notwithstanding, the professional pigeonholing process works until it encounters a student

whose needs do not fit the prevailing paradigm or available standard prograTis. This is

where most "students with mi;d disabilities" come from. The implication is that, for

students so labeled, "disability" is neither an objective condition that students have, nor is

it an objective distinction. From an organizational perspective, being "disabled" is a

matter of not fitting the available stanazrd programs in an organization that is not

structured to provide novel responses to unique differences. If current school organization

and its available standard programs were inherently "correct" and "good," we would have

grounds, perhaps, to believe that mild disabilities are conditions students have and that

disabled/typical is a useful and objective distinction. But when we can understand that

current school organization and its standard proc,rams are simply matters of convention
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and tradition, we can understand that calling students who do not fit the standard programs

-disabled" is blaming the victims for the inadequacies of the system.

The Nature of Special Education

The adequacy of the assumption about the nature of special education- -that it is a

rationa:ly-conceived and coordinated system of services that help children labeled

disabled--can be assessed by considering the fun;tion of special education in current school

organization. We can answer this question by considering the nonadaptability of the

professional bureaucracy as an organization in conjunction wit.: the status of school

organizations as public organizations.

Schools are public organizations and thus depend on the public for their fiscal support

and legitimacy- -that is, their very survival. Thus, their institutionalized environment is

a powerful source of fashion to which school organizations cannot afford to be unresponsive.

Although the institutionalized environment is a constant source of pressure in this respect,

on occasion value changes in society make additional demands that require school

organizations to change (Rounds, 1979). In some instances, school organizations are

required 'o make incidental, add-on changes, which they are able to do quite easily because

of their loosely coupled internal structure. In other instances, however, schools are

required to make fundamental changesones that require teachers to do something other

than what they were standardized to do, which are resisted according to the legree to which

the values embedded in the change demand run counter to those of the prevailing paradigm

(Rounds, 1979). From the institutionalization perspective, school organizations deal with

demands from their institutionalized environments by either building symbols and

ceremonies of change into their decoupled machine bureaucracy structure, or by

converting fundamental change demands into incidental changes and respc.)nding by adding

3 1
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separate programs or specialists to the existing organization, thus buffering the basic

operation from the change demand.

The segregated special class--the exclusive model for special education from me turn

of the century until the 1970sis the quintessential example of this process at work.

Earlier in this century, when society required schools to start serving new populations of

students--children of the working class, children from economically disadvantaged

families, children of the ever-increasing immigrant population--the special classroom

emerged to deal with children that could not be squeezed into the available standard

programs (the prevailing paradigm) of the regular education system (La: rson, 1983;

Sarasoi. & Doris, 1979). Thus, from an organizational perspective, the separate special

class served as a legitimating device that allowed schools to signal the public that they had

complied with the demand to integrate these new populations of students, while at the same

time allowing them to maintain their current paradigm of operation. Once special classes

were created, they were decoupled from tne internal workings of the school. Indeed, this

disjunction between the special class and the rest of the school enterprise was one of the

major complaints in the 1960s and 1970s that led to the passage of P.L. 94-142 (see

Chnstophos & Renz, 1969; Deno, 1970; Dunn, 1968; Johnson, 1962). Another special

education example is when schools were required to integrate children from minority

groups in the 1950s. From an organizational perspective, the overrepresentation of these

children in special classes in the 1960s (Chandler & Plakos, 1969; Dunn, 19'68:

MacMillan, 1971; Mercer, '973; Wright, 1967) can be understood as school

organizations us..ig an existing decoupling device- -the separate special class--to rna:ntalri

legitimacy and public support in the face of failing to meet the needs of disproportionate

numbers of these children in regular c1ass'oorns
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Thus, when one considers the function of special education in current sch)cl

organization, one can hardly claim that it is a rationally-conceived ano coordinated system

of services. From an organizational perspective, special education is not rationally

conceived because, historically, it has served as a myth and a legitimating device for school

organizations to cope with the shifting va.lue demands of their institutionalized

environments. Special education services are not rationally coordinated bacause, in

principle, they are decoupled from the basic operation of schools. Moieover, the

rationality of the overall school enterprise is called into question when one understands

that the organizing principle of standardization--which creates the nPed for myths and

decoupling -- itself produces as artifacts the "students with mild disabilities" that special

education serves.

The unintended consequence of using organizations to provide services to society is

that the services are shaped by the nature and needs of the organizations themselves (see

Allison, 1971: Illich, 1976). Society wants education, but what it gets is a particular

kind of schooling--an education shaped by the organizations that produce it. From an

organizational perspective, "students with mild disabilities" are the by-products of these

organizations. Is "disabled" a useful distinction? It m pst certainly is. But from an

organizational perspective, the pnmary beneficiaries are school organizations themselves.

alel\latiELQLEmgaaa

Special education assumes that progress in the field is made by improving diacncsls,

intervention and technology. This assumption is embodied in Inc reouirements of Pl.
94-142. The law is perceived to be a new technology--a new organizational

paradigm--for improved diagnosis and intervention. Its features are meant to represent

advances in diagnosis--for aetermining which students get into special education anc, just

as important, which students are kept out. Parent participation, appropriate education,
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and least restrictive environment are all related to what are perceived to be advances in

intervention.

From an organizational perspective, the requirements of P.L. 94-142 make implicit

assumptions about what school organizations are, what they can be, and how to change them.

To understand these assumptions, it will be necessary to introduce briefly a third typ(?, of

organization--in addition to the machine and professional bureaucracies-- which, until

this point, was only mentioned in passing. The reader will recall that in the discussion of

the nonadaptability of the bureaucratic organizational structure the point was made that

both the machine and professional bureaucracies are nonadaptable because they are

"performance," not "problem-solving" organizations. They are performance organizations

because they are organized on the principle of standardization and thus are configured to

perfect standard programs, not to invent new ones. But Mintzberg's (1979) "adhocracy"

configuration - -a term he borrowed from Alvin Toff ler (1970) who popularized it in

Future Shock--is organized on the principle of innovation. It :s the quintessential

problem-solving organization.

The example of this configuration is America's most famous adhocracy of the

1960s, the Apollo Program of NASA's Manned Space Flight Center. It could not use stam.:ard

programs to accomplish its goalto put a man on the rrinon before the end of the

decade--because there were none. It had to invent and reinvent its programs as it went

along. Like the professional bureaucracy, the adhocracy uses professional workers, but

instead of using standardization of skills as a coordinating mechanism- -which creates a

pooled or loosely coupled arranoement in which each professional functions

independently -it places its workers in a reciprocal coupling arrangement premised on

collaborative problem solving among teams of professionals. "Faced with a client

problem," Mintzberg (1979, p. 436) explained, "the [adhocracy] engages in creative
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effort to find a novel solution; the professional bureaucracy pigeonholes it into a known

contingency to which it can apply a standard program. One engages in divergent thinking

aimed at innovation; the other in convergent thinking aimed at perfection."

The basic problem with P.L. 94 142 from an organizational perspective is mat it

fails to recognize school organizations as professional bureaucracies, requires them to be

adhocracies, and approaches implementation as if they were machine bureaucracies. The

failure to recognize schools as professional bureaucracies is a failure to recognize that, in

principle, school organizations cannot change their fundamental operations. By requiring

schools to be' adhocracies (i.e., problem-solving organizations in which teams of regular

and special education professionals collaborate reciprocally in the interest of individual

students), P.L. 94-142 requires school organizations to be something that they cannot be

without a total reorganization. By approaching change as if schools were machine

bureaucracies--through new rules and regulations inserted into the existing

formalization - -P.L. 94-142 fails to recognize that tne existing formalization in school

organization is decoupled from the actual work.

But, because formalization in the professional bureaucracy requires at least overt

conformity, today's scnools are replete with formalized symbols and ceremonies of P.L.

94-142 compliance, even though, in principle, many of the law s requirements--and

particular'y those related to mainstreaming students with mild dic.abilitiesare ^ot

possible within current school organization. Although the situation to,c,.., is more com,bilex,

the same process of symbohc and ceremonial compliance that has colored the history of

special education's role in school organization is at work in the implementation of Pl.

94-142. Consider two examples.

Programs for students with more severe disabilities- -for wham regular classroom

integration is not required--are treated organizationally like the traditional segregated
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special classroom. That is, these programs are simply added to the existing school

organization and aecoupled, to one degree or another depending on the local history of

special education services, which reflects values embedded in state and local political

cultures (see Biklen, 1985; McDonnel & McLaughlin, 1982; Noel & Fuller, 1985; Skrtic,

Guba & Knowlton, 1985). The appropr;ateness of these programs for children depends on

the availability of quality special education personnel and the willingness and capacity of

local school districts to hire and support them. Beyond this, they have very little to do

with the basic school operation.

Programs ff,r students who are considered to have mild disabilitiesfor whom

regular classroom integra+ion, to the maximum extent po';sible, is required- -are quite

another matter, however. Remember that students in these programs are in them

precisely because they cannot be squeezed into existing pigeonholes in regular programs.

So, we see today that, depending on history and political culture, mainstreaming for

students who are "mildly mentally retarded" and "emotionally disturbed" means symbolic

integration in lunch, art, music and physical education, if that (Biklen, 1985; Skrtic et

al_ 1985; Wright, Cooperstein, Reneker, & Padilla, 1982), which is hardly different

from what Wes happening before P.L 94-142. For most students with "learning

disabilities" (and some "mildly mentally retarded" and "emotionally disturbed" students)

the resource room is the symbol of compliance But, in principle, the resource model

simply has no place in schools as they are currently organized.

Recall that work is coordinated through the standardization of the skills of

professional teachers, which means that virtually all of the necessary coordination rests

within inoi'v' dual teachers, who work closely with their students and only loosely with

their peers. In tnis pooled or loosely coupled arrangement there is no need for teacners to

cooperate with one another (Weick, 1'276) and, a expected, cooperation is rare (Tye &
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Tye, 1984). In principle, teachers working together cooperatively in the interest of a

single student for whom they share responsibility- -the essence of the resource modelis

not consistent with current school organization. The resource model requires reciprocal

coupling (Thompson, 1967), which is not the type of interdependency set up by

coordination through standardization '-f skills. Moreover, seeking advice from another

teacher or, worse yet, offering unsolicited advice to a colleague -in essence, what the

resource model requires--is rarely done in schools (Bidwell, 1965; Bishop, 1977;

Glidewell et al., 1983; Lortie, 1975; Mintzberg, 1979).

The list could go on, but the point is that P.L. 94-142 assumes that its

implementation context is a rational, macnine bureaucracy that is capable of

rational-technical change. The problem is that, in principle, P.L. 94-142's goal of

appropriate education in the least restrictive environment cannot be achieved as a

ge,-.xalized phenomenon in public education as long as schools are organized as professional

bureaucracies and regular and special education professionals are trained, indoctrinated,

and acculturated to work individually and deductively as "performers." P.L. 94-142

requires that schools operate as adhocracies in which teams of professionals and parents

work inductively as ';problem-solvers." Moreover, the harder we try to make school

organizations work like adhocracies by fiat, the more we make then work like machine

bureaucracies by default. This, of course, makes them even less effective and personalized,

which creates even more "students with learning problems." And since there is a leda!

limit on how many students can be called "disab:er'", as well as a political limit on how

many student failures society will tolerate, a new class of student casualities is created and

decoupled from both regular education and special education

tcricinca' Evidence On -e lmplemer"ation of PL 94-'142 When one considers the

empirical evidence on the efficacy of P.L. 94-142 for "students with mild disabilities", it
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is apparent that it does not represent advances in diagnosis and intervention, or an

improved technology of special education practice. Diagnosis is unreliable, inconsistent,

excessively costly, and of little instructional value (Elk len, 1985; Potter, Ysseldyke,

Regan & Algozzine, 1983; Skrtic et al., 1985; Stainback & Stainback, 1980, 1984;

Reynolds, Wang & Walberg, 1587). Interventions do not appear to be effective (Glass,

1983; Lloyd, 1984), and students continue to be stereotyped and stigmatized (Skrtic et al.,

1985; Stainback & Stainback, 1984). As we would Expect from the analysis of the

professional bureaucracy configuration, the individual needs of "students with mild

disabilities" cannot be accommodated by the standard programs available in regular

classrooms. As a result, these students continue to be searegated and many of those who

attend regular -'assrooms must be removed to receive services (Wang, Reynolds &

Wa lberg, 1986), a proolems that is intensified by the fact that there is virtually no

collaboration between regular and special teachers (Lorne, 1978; Skrtic et al., 1985).

Rather than a rationally-conceived and coordinated system, services ara provided on the

basis of social oressure and administrative and organizational convenience (Skrtic et al.,

1985; Wana et aL, 198b1.

Beyond these failures to realize expected benefits, the unexpected outcomes of P.L.

94-142 implementation also conform to what one would expect from the analysis of school

organization and adaptability: implementation has resulted in consistently larger numbers

of students identified for special education placement (koozzine & Korinek, 1985; Biklen

& Zollers, 1986; Hagerty & Abramson, 1987), many of whom are not actually disabled but

simply cannot be squeezed into tne available regular class-com programs (Shepard, Smith

& Vojir, 1983), while, at the same lime, additional students require special assistance but

are not identified and thus receive none (Shepard, 1987 Skrtic et al., 1985: Sontag,

Hagerty & Button, 1983). Finally, the empirical evidence suggests that, rather than
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leading to a new technology for special education equity, the implementation of PL 94-142

has resulted in a system that encourages categorization, sterotyping and exclusion;

reduces equal rights; legitimates other forms of discrimination and subjugation; and

permits school professionals to treat "handicapped" students like second-class citizens

(Hobbs, 1980; Skrtic et al , 1985; Stainback & Stainback, 1984).

The New Reform Proposals. Although at this point it would be difficult to specify the

exact nature of all the reforms being proposed within the new mainstreaming debate, there

seem to be three universal elements: elimination of the "pull-out" approach, collaboration

among regular and special education professionals and tne restructuring of current School

organization. The proposed solution to the pull-out problem is to eliminate the need to

remove students from regular classrooms by allowing regular educators, special educators,

and the various special needs educators (in Chapter 1, bilingual, and migrant education

programs) to work cooperatively to serve virtually all students in regular classrooms

(Reynolds et al., 1987; Stainback & Stainback, 1984; Wang et al., 1986). Of course, such

a system would require cooperation among professionals (reciprocal coupling within a

problem-solving organizational framework (adhocracy). And, as we know, such an

orientation, in principle, is impossible within the current professional bureaucracy

structure of school organization. But the reform advocates also have recognized some of the

constraints of the current organization of schools and special needs programs. Although

each of the proposals for the reform of regular and special education is somewhat unique,

most call for major revisions in current school organization. For example, Wand, et at,

(1986) have called for:
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ways to restructure special education and other compensatory and remedial
oroarams within a broad framework. We r,.)roposc that the reform of Special
education and other categorical programs must occur in the context of the entire
educational system. (1986, p. 8)

But, even though they have argued that ''we must begin to make structural changes in our

educational system now" (Wang, et al., 1986, p. 7), their analysis of the problem and their

solution - -as well as those of other reform advocates (e.g.. Cantalician Foundation, 1983;

Heller, Holtzman & Messick, 1982; Mayor's Commission on Special Education, 1985;

Stainback & Stainback, 1984; Will, 1984, 1985)--lack a theoretical basis for

understanding school organization and adaptability (and thus the sources of the problems

they identify) and the organizational implications of the reform measures they are

proposing. Moreover, they fail to recognize that the lack of success of the current reform

measure (i.e., P.L. 94-142), which all of the reform advocates use as a rationale for their

proposals, stems from the same sort of organizational naivete. Thus, there is the potential

for a repeat of the same mistake made in trying to reform special education under P.L.

94-142. That is, we may be preparing for another reform in the absence of a guiding

."leory of school organization and change.

Er2512.,itz5,fQCL5 Future

Although there are serious structural and cultural barriers to realizing the goals of

P.L. 94-142, virtually every major study of the implementation of P.L 94-142 contains

examples of successful mainstreaming programs (see, e.g., Biklen, 1985; Si\r1.c et al.,

1985; Wright et al., 1982). Furthermore, aithougn the effectiveness of school

organizations and ability to improve has been seriously questioned (seo Cuban, 1979,

Hawley. 1975), there are effective schools--or, at least, schools that are markedly more

effective than others--and sof ols that are carable of change (see Clark, Lotto, & Astuto,
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1984). How can this deviation from the analysis of school organization and change be
explained?

One way to confront this apparent contradiction is to consider Weick's (1985)

characterization of schools as underorganized systems. As we know, ambiguity prevails in

these settings, and where it does people can make things happen. Conficient, persistent,

forceful people can tighten up the setting for themselves and others, affecting what the

organization is and can be. These people can reshuffle the organizational paradigm by

injecting it with a new set of values, which are reflected in presumptions, expectations, and

commitments. Is there anything to this? Can values expressed as presumptions,

expectations, and commitments actually make schools more effective and bring about

change?

Apparently they can. In a recent reanalysis of much of the literature on effective

schools and school change, Clark, et al. (1984) catalogued the factors that one finds

working in a mutually reinforcing way in successful schools. And, at bottom, the difference

is people. People acting on their values and affecting what the oraanization can be. Teachers

affect student learning by the expectations they hold for student performance and their own

teaching performance (see, also, Brophy, 1983). Students affect one another by their level

of achievement and expectations. Principals and superintendents make a difference when

they exhibit active support in the form of communicated expectations for success. The key

for effective schools lies in the people who populate particular schoois at particular times

and their interaction NA, .1 these organizations. Tile search for excellence in schools is the

search for excellence in people" (Clark et al., 1534, p. 50). And the same holds true for

school improvement. "As with the effective school, effective school improvement programs

are probably best represented as a 'syndrome' or 'culture' [what we would call a paradigm)
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of mutuaily reinforcing expectations and activities....People matter most in school

improvement programs" (Olaf* et al., 1984, p. 58-59).

And the same holds true for mainstreaming programs. As .,vith effective schools and

effective school improvement programs, effective mainstreaming programs are best

represented as a culture or a paradigm of mutually reinforcing expectations and activities.

People matter most in effective mainstreaming programs (see particularly, Biklen, 1985;

Skrtic E., al., 1985). School organizations can be responsive to students' needs and

professionals can work cooperatively as problem-solvers. But the point is that these

organizations are effective, adaptable, and responsive precisely because they op,,--ate more

like aahocracies than professional bureaucracies. They operate more like adhocracies

because the people who inhabit them think End act like problem-solvers. And these people

think and act like problem solvers because someone or some group tightened up a loose

setting with problem- ,solving values.

The important thing about the ,lew mainstrer,sning debate is not the actual reform

measures that are being proposed. It is the fact that it is calling more of the prevailing

paradigm into question. Recall that changes based on technical information that the

prevailing paradigm is not working can occur in two wayseitr,::, through a confrontation

over the adequacy of the current paradigm between an individual or small group and the

remaining organizational members, who seek to preserve the prevailing paradigm: 07

'nrough conservative attempts to correct a genenlly recognized flaw (in what otherwise is

considered to be a viable system), which eventually result in the recognition of more flaws

and ultimately lead to the undermining of the entire system and Ire introduction of a new

paradigm of practice. Both of these processes of change are opera,ong within the general

rnoverr, to reform special education.

4 ti
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First, we can understand the special education professional and advocacy communities

collectively as a small group of vocal participants in the ongoing debate over public

education. Prior to the passage of P.L. 94-142 this group called into question the adequacy

of the then current special education system. Although at that time they did not question ti e

adequacy of the general education system, they introducted into the debate technical

information that the special education system was not working, which, of course, led to the

passage of P.L. 94-142. Today a somewhat smaller group of special education professionals

and advocates is calling the P.L. 42-142 special education system into question. This time,

however, they are arguing that the real flaw is in the regular education system, and they are

demanding more than simple access to the mainstream; they are calling for a reconstituted

mainstream. In this second scenerio for change we can understand P.L. 94-142 as an

initially conservative effort to remediate a flaw in the otherwise viable system of regular

education. In this sense, P.L. 94-142 can be thought of as a measure taken to correct the

flaw with the least possible increment of change. But the correction measure led to the

unanticipated consequence of raising new ambiguities about the overall system. Over the

past 12 years of implementation of P.L. 94-142 sufficient anomolies have built up to call

more of the system into question. Tne reform proposals of the new mainstreaming debate

reflect a growing recognition of the inadequacies of the overall system of public education.

P.L. 94-142 did more than provide "students with disabilities with access 11 the

regular education system. It created opportunities for special educators to become more

familiar with general education, which exposed some of its basic contradictions to people

with pro:Diem-solving values. Special educators genera:ly have problem-solving values

because of the needs of the clients they work with and, moreover, because traditionally they

have worked in adhocracies special classrooms within, but tecoupled from, the
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profesional bureaucracy structure. In laraP part, this is why P.L. 94-142 which was

written largely by special educators, assumes an adhocracy or problem-solving orientation.

In a very real sense, the new mainstreaming debate potentially represents a vehicle for the

infusion of t..roblem-solving values into the system of public education in this country. The

real value of P 94-142 has not been improvement in the education of "students with mild

disabilities." Its real and lasting contribution will be what it has done to expose the

inadequacies and contradictions of the current system of public education.

The special education community potentially can have its most significant impact on

school organization- -and thus on the education of all students, including those who are

thougni of as having, or may actually have, special needs--by injecting problem-solving

values int the larger system.2 This will require that special educators confidently,

persistently, and iorcefuliy can the prevailing paradigm into question. The goal of the

special education professional and advocacy communities nationally and locally should be to

increase ambiguity and thereby set the occasion for the prevailing paradigm to be

esnuffled, opening it up to nroblem-solving values in the form of new presumptions,

expectations, and commitments. The moral, ethical, and political arouments behind the

straggle for appropriate education in the least restrictive environment have always been

correct. But this is not enough. The new struggle must be informed by a broader and more

comprehensive understanding of the complex web of social, political, cultural, economic,

and organizational interrelationships within which things like education, reform, and

"disability" exist. And, of course, education is only one of many institutions implicated

here. The special education professional and advocacy communities must = sufficiently

courageous and informed to question the morality of the social, political, and economic

institutions which, in conjunction with education, act to create and maintain the notiori of

"ihe other" in our society.
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Nate

1. The mEterial in tiik; paper was drawn from previous work (Skrtic, 1987a, 1987b,
in press a), which was supported, in part, by the National Institute of Education
(Research Contract # 400-81-0017), the University of Kansas Intra-University
Visiting Professorship program, and the Joyce and Elizabeth Hall Center for the
Humanities, University of Kansas. It does not, however, necessarily reflect the views
of these agencies.

2. By using the term "problem" I do not mean to imply that an organization premised on
problem-solving values would consider students with unique needs to be problems. A
"problem" in this context simply means a situation for which the organization does not
have a ready-made response. Thus, a "problem" in an adhocracy is the occasion for
creating a unique response. In a bureaucracy, a "problem" is the occasion for either
forcing the situation into a configuration for which the organization has a ready-made
(standardized) response, or forcing it out of the organization altogether.
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